February 17, 2010
Chairman Ben Bernanke
Federal Reserve Board
20th & C Streets, NW
Washington, DC 20551-0001
Re:

Request for clarification that Regulation E defines “account” to include pooled
accounts which would provide important consumer protections to general use
reloadable prepaid cards and other devices

Dear Chairman Bernanke:
Consumers Union, the nonprofit publisher of Consumer Reports®, Consumer Federation of
America, National Consumer Law Center (on behalf of its low income clients), U.S. PIRG,
Center for Responsible Lending, Consumer Action and the undersigned consumer and
community organizations, respectfully request the Federal Reserve Board to clarify that the
definition of account in Regulation E includes pooled accounts into which funds accessed by
prepaid cards are placed. This change is essential to fully apply consumer protections in the
Electronic Fund Transfer Act (EFTA) to all prepaid cards and other similar devices which
function as bank account substitutes.
It is time the Board provides the EFTA’s consumer protections to general use reloadable
prepaid cards that operate like and are used like debit cards tied to bank accounts. This
includes prepaid cards which many Americans use to set up direct deposits of their pay,
benefits or other important funds to manage their household needs. Consumers use these
cards as substitutes for bank accounts.
General use reloadable prepaid cardholders should have the same protections that debit
cardholders enjoy. They should be assured that losses will be capped when cards are lost or
stolen or when unauthorized charges are made. Prepaid cardholders should be assured that
missing money will promptly be recredited not later than 10 business days. Cardholders should
be given clear and conspicuous disclosures of all fees before signing up. They should have the
right to statements. And in the case of electronically accessing an account, their time to dispute
an error or unauthorized charge should not begin running until they have accessed the portion
of the electronic account information showing the error or the charge. 1 We ask the Board to
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should begin not when transaction information is made "available" electronically but rather when the consumer has
actually accessed the portion of the electronic account which shows the transaction or charge in dispute."
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clarify that the definition of account includes pooled accounts. This will have the effect of
including general use reloadable prepaid cards and other like devices tied to pooled accounts
under Regulation E’s important protections, which will provide greater peace of mind to a
growing number of consumers who rely on these cards to manage their household funds. 2
We asked the Federal Reserve Board in June 2004 to extend Regulation E’s consumer
protections to all types of stored value cards. 3 At that time, the Board limited its action to payroll
cards. The Board gave this reason for declining to act outside the payroll card context:
“consumers would derive little benefit from receiving full Regulation E protections for a card that
may only be used on a limited, short-term basis and which may hold minimal funds.” 4
The premise for the Board’s 2004 decision not to act on Regulation E protections to prepaid
cards is not true today. Today, prepaid cards are not used on a limited, short-term basis, but
rather are used by consumers for extended periods of time and hold important personal and
household funds. In fact, the prepaid card industry touts their products are better than bank
accounts, and the cards are expressly marketed as such. 5 Consumers are loading sizable
sums of money onto general use reloadable prepaid cards and prepaid card companies
encourage consumers to have funds directly deposited. Green Dot, one of the major prepaid
card players, reported that in 2008 more than $4 billion in transactions were made using its
cards that year. 6 UniRush Financial Services reported that $2 billion had been deposited on its
RushCards since the 2003 launch until the end of 2008. 7
Consumers who rely on these general use reloadable prepaid cards are subject to shaky
voluntary protections which resemble Regulation E protections, but contain loopholes and lack a
legal guarantee. 8 These terms and conditions can be revised and rescinded at any time, unlike
regulatory and statutory guarantees provided for debit cards under the Electronic Funds
Transfer Act and Regulation E. 9 General use reloadable prepaid cardholders also are subject
to the whims of customer service representatives’ and their knowledge of the cards’ policies.
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Until the important consumer protections of the EFTA are extended to general use reloadable
prepaid cards, these cards will remain second-tier substitutes for bank accounts which do not
provide cardholders with the same stability or protections that all consumers expect and
deserve. For these reasons, we ask the Federal Reserve Board to clarify that the definition of
account in Regulation E includes pooled accounts. This will have the effect of including general
use reloadable prepaid cards and other like devices that act as bank account substitutes.
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